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1. INTKOD~CTION 
Recently, almost convergence theorems for solutions of nonlinear 
Volterra equations in Hilbert spaces were established by Baillon and 
Clement [3] and Hirano [9]. In particular [9] obtained the results by 
applying mean ergodic theorems for one parameter semigroups of almost 
nonexpansive mappings. Those ergodic theorems are various improvements 
of Baillon’s ergodic theorem [2]: if f T(t): f 3 0) is a one parameter 
semigroup on a closed convex subset C of a Hilbert space such that 
(T(z): t >O> has a common fixed point, then, for every s E C, 2’(f) s is 
weakly almost convergent to a common fixed point, i.e., 
r * weak-lim T(s+k)xds=J* uniformly in k > 0. I~- * -0 
Whereas Hirano [9] extended the nonexpansivity of mappings in the 
semigroup (T(r): t >O}, Bruck [7], Miyadera and Kobayashi [13] or 
Kido and Takahashi [12] generalized converging nets from orbits 
(T(I) X: t > 0}, I E C, to almost orbits or more general nets. 
In this paper, we extend Hirano’s results to Banach spaces by another 
procedure. First, using an ergodic theorem in [E], we study the 
asymptotic behavior of solutions of initial value problems in Banach 
spaces. Next, the obtained result is applied to study the asymptotic 
behavior of the solutions of nonlinear Volterra equations in Banach spaces. 
2. INITIAL VALUE PROBLEMS 
Let E be a uniformly convex Banach space and A be an rn-accretive 
operator in E x E. Consider the initial value problem 
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2 (t) + Au(t) 3 h(t), t > 0, 
and (2.1) 
40) = uo, 
where u. E D(A) (the closure of domain of A) and h is a mapping from 
[0, co) to E. 
On the existence of the solution of (2.1), we know the following: 
THEOREM 1 [4, 51. If h E L:,,(O, cc; E), then (2.1) has a unique solution 
u such that u(t) E D(A) a.e. on [0, KI). Furthermore, ifv is a solution of (2.1) 
for v,, E D(A) and k E L,QO, m30; E) instead of (u,, h), then 
IIu(t) - o(t)11 - IIW - v(s)ll d j-t IV(T) -k(r)ll dT 
5 
(2.2) 
for tZ.saO. 
Using the above theorem, we show the main result in this section. 
THEOREM 2. Let E be a uniformly convex Banuch space and A be an m- 
accretive operator in E x E. Let u: [0, a) + E be a solution of 
$(t)+.4u(+h(t), t > 0, 
and 
where u. E D(A) and h E L:,,(O, a; E) with 
” lim 
! 
Ilh(t+t)-hoI1 dT=O for some ho E E. (2.3) 
I--rD 0 
Furthermore, if A ~- ‘ho uniquely exists and u is’bounded and uniformly con- 
tinuous on [0, co j, then (l/t) J;, u(k + z) dz converges, as t + WJ, weak/l’ to 
A ~~ ‘ho uniformly in k 2 0. 
Proof1 Let k = SU~,~,, Ilu(t)-A~lhoII and C=D(A)nB,[A-‘ho], 
where B,[x] denotes the closed ball in E with center x and radius r. Then, 
since u(t) E D(A) for every t 3 0 and D(A) is closed convex, C is a bounded 
closed convex subset C of E such that (u(t): taO} c CcD(Aj. Further- 
more, C is invariant under T(t), t 3 0, where {Z(t): t 3 0) is the one 
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Parameter semigroup of nonexpansive mappings generated 
c41. 
Next, for each u(t)gD(A) with t>O, let {T(s)u(t):s>~) 
solution of 
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by (-A+h,j 
be an integral 
dz, 
z is) + A4.J) 3 ho, s > 0, a(0) = u(t). 
Then, since for each t 3 0, u(t + .) is the integral solution of (2.1) for 
(u(t), h(t + .)), we have from (2.2) that 
llu(f+s)- Tis)ult)lj <J; llh(t+z)-h,II dr 
for every s 3 0. By (2.3 j, we obtain 
(2.4) 
sup s 
s Ilh(r+r)-h,ll m$S’ Ilhit+s)-hoI1 dz 
O<s<l 0 0 
+O as t -+ ‘X 
and hence 
Thus, II is a uniformly continuous function from [0, x j  into weakly 
compact convex subset C of E and satisfies (2.5). The conclusion follows by 
applying Theorem 3 below for S(t) = T(t) I c and x(t) = u(t), t > 0. Indeed, 
A-‘/z, is the unique common fixed point of (S(t): ta 0). 
THEOREM 3 [12, Corollary 21. Assunze thar (S(t): t >Oj is a one 
parameter semigroup in a weakly compact cowex subset C qf a uniformly 
convex Barzach space E, Let s: [O, x) + C be a uniforml~~ continuous 
-fimction such that 
lim sup jjx(s + t) - S(s) s(t)i/ = 0. 
“=o<s<l 
Then, for ecery neighborhood W’ of F(S) (the set qf common fixed points of 
{s(t): tao}), (l/tjl;, x(k+T)drE Wf or euery k 2 0 and sufficiently large t. 
Remark 1. If h E L’(0, ,w; E), then (2.3) holds for ho = 0. Furthermore, 
we obtain from (2.4) that the integral solution u of (2.1) satisfies 
“X lim sup Ilu(t+s)- T(s)tc(t)ll d lim \lh(?)ll dz=O. 
c-,x szo ! r-x> [ 
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That is u is an almost-orbit of (T(s): s > 0} and hence u is uniformly con- 
tinuous on [0, a) [12]. 
Remark 2. Let C’ be a bounded subset of D(A) and U, be a unique 
integral solution of (2.1 j for u,(O) =XE C’. Here, adding to the 
assumptions in Theorem 2, assume that (~4~: x E C’ > is equi-uniformly con- 
tinuous, i.e., for each E > 0, there exists 6 > 0 such that i/u,(s) - ~l,(t)ll < E 
for every x E C’ and s, t 2 0 with /s - tI < 6. Then, we obtain from Theorem 
1 of [ 121 that (l/t) 1; u,(k + t) dz converges, as t + m, weakly to A -I/j, 
uniformly in k 3 0 and x E C’. That is the convergence is independent of the 
initial value x E C’ and initial time k 3 0. 
3. ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOR OF SOLUTIONS OF VOLTERRA EQUATIONS 
Throughout this section, we assume the following: let E be a uniformly 
convex Banach space, A be an m-accretive operator in E x E and b 
[resp.f] be a locally absolutely continuous function from [0, ~rj j to R 
[resp. E] such that b(0) > 0 [resp. f(0) E D(A)]. Consider the asymptotic 
behavior of solutions of the nonlinear Volterra equation 
u(t)+~fb(t-s)A(u(~))dssf(t); t 3 0. (3.1) 
0 
We say a function U: [0, a) -+ E is a solution of (3.1) on [0, ccl) if the 
following conditions hold: 
14: [0, co) + E is locally absolutely continuous: (3.2 j 
24(t) E D(A j a.e. on [0, 0~)); (3.3) 
there exists ~I’EL:,,(O, co; E) such that (3.4) 
w(t) E A(u( t)) a.e. on [0, ccj ) 
and 
u(t) + If b(t -s) w(s) ds =-f(t), t 3 0. 
0 
According to [9], we transform (3.1) to 
~(t)+b(O)Au(t)+~~b’(t-s)Au(s)dssf’(t), t > 0, 
and (3.5) 
u(0) =f(O). 
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Here, define 
h(t) =f’(t) -J; v(t - s) W(S) ds 
and 
A = b(0) A. 
Then, each solution u of (3.1) satisfies 
2 (t) + Au(t) 3 h(t), t > 0, 
and 
u(0) =f(O). 
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(3.6) 
Since b(O)>0 and f’(O)~D(il), the above equation is an initial value 
problem for an m-accretive operator A” and u is its integral solution. 
Now, applying Theorem 2 to (3.6), we obtain the following theorems on 
the asymptotic behavior of solutions of nonlinear Volterra equations. 
THEOREM 4. Consider Volterra equation (3.1) with additional hypotheses: 
(Ax - A)T, J( x - y)) = 0, x, y E D( A ) implies x = y, (3.7) 
where J denotes the dualit>) mapping of E into E*; 
b’ E L’(0, x j n L2(0, KI j; (3.8) 
f’ E L:,,(O, 1x1; Ej and there exists f. E E such that 
I-T jd llf’(t+TJ-foil dr=O. lim (3.9) 
Suppose that u is a bounded solution of (3.1) satisfving 11,-g, E L’(O, lr~; E) 
for some g, E E with (fO - j$ b’(s) ds .8,)/b(O) E R(A), where MI is a function 
defined in (3.4) and R(A) is the range of A. Then, (l/t) 16 u(k + t) dT con- 
verges, as t -j 02, Iveakly to the point A-‘((f. - (s$ b’(s) ds) g,)/b(O) j 
uniformly in k >, 0. 
Proof: Let h, = f0 - (SF b’(s) ds) g,. Then, LX ~ *tz, uniquely exists. 
Indeed, since h,/b(O)E R(A), there exists .xED(A) such that 
2.x = b(0) Ax 3 b(O). (h,/b(O j) = h,. 
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Therefore A’ -Iho exists and the uniqueness of 1 P1h, is a direct consequence 
of (3.7). 
To apply Theorem 2, it remains to show (2.3) and the uniform con- 
tinuity of U. Before doing it, we remark that, by assumptions (3.8), (3.9) 
and W-g,,~ L2(0, co; E), the estimations (4.10), (4.11), (4.14), (4.16) 
(4.17), (4.18), (4.21) of [9] are also valid for Banach space E. That is, the 
following estimations hold: 
b’(t-s)(w(s)-g,)ds 
d lb /Itl,O,;c, . Il~v-goIIt~,o,m;E)~ 
lim 
s 
’ llh(t+s)-holl ds 
r-m 0 
b’(t+s-T)(w(T)-g,)dT 
- r(b(t+~-T)-b(t-T))(~~‘(T)-gO)dT 
s 0 
s *+S - b(t+s-z)(w’(t)-go)dT I 
-r+s 
- 
J 
b(T) go& 
f 
lim (f( t + S) -f(t)) = s .fo, 
I--r;0 
IIJ ;(b(r+r-T)-b(t-T))(w(T)-p,)dTii 
Gs- Ilb’llLz. II~~‘-~ollLqo,n;;E)~ 
ffS 
b(t+s-T)(w(T)-g,)dT 
II 
> 
Ii2 
<.s1!2 I(bl(Lm. l14~)-gol12 dz 
(3.10) 
(3.11) 
(3.12) 
(3.13) 
(3.14) 
(3.15) 
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and 
s *+* lim b(~)god~=s~b(~o)go, where b(a) = lim b(t) (3.16) t + r, , f - 22 
for each s, t > 0. Then, (2.3) holds from (3.11 j. To show the uniform con- 
tinuity of II, fix E > 0. First choose 0 <s,, < 1 to satisfy 
/IS .fo /I < E, 
and 
S’ llb(~)gol/ <& 
for every 0 < s 6 sO. 
Next, we can select to > 0 such that 
and 
for every t > to and 0 d s d sO. In fact, by the definition of I or (3.9) the 
convergence in (3.13) or (.3.16) is uniform in SE [0, 11. Then. we obtain 
with (3.12 j(3.16), 
llu(t+s)-u(t)11 <6& 
for every t > to and 0 < s 6 sO. On the other hand, since N is uniformly con- 
tinuous on [O: t, + so], there exists 0 < s1 <so such that 
~lLl(t+S)-z4(t)lI <E 
for every 0 < t < to and 0 <s< sl. Hence 24 is uniformly continuous on 
[0, UJ) and the whole conditions to use Theorem 2 are satisfied. Remem- 
bering A pllzo = A ~ ‘(h,/b(O)), the conclusion follows from Theorem 2 
directly. 
THEOREM 5. Consider the Volterra equation (3.1) rvith additional 
hypotheses (3.7), (3.9) in Theorem 4 and 
bGL”(0, co), b’ E L2(0, co ) and lim ~~b(~+s)-b(~)l~Lu-=O. (3.17) 
S+O 
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Suppose that fJb(O)E R(A) and u is a bounded solution of (3.1) with 
w E L’(0, 00; E), where w is a function defined in (3.4). Then, 
(l/t) j& u(k + z) dt converges, as t --* ,z, weakly to the point A-‘(J,/b(O)) 
un$ormIy in ka0. 
ProoJ Let h,, =fO and g, = 0. As &/b(O) E R(A), 2 ~ ‘h, is not empty 
and its uniqueness follows from (3.7). Here, we again use estimations 
(4.22), (4.23) in [9] as reformed to be valid for Banach space E. Namely, 
we have 
and 
b’(t -s) w(s) ds 2 dt 6 [Iw~&,,;~; Ilb’JI;z 
I/ 
(3.18) 
‘(b(t+s-T)-b(t-r))w(t)dr 
II 
d 114. + s) - b(.jll L”. II4~qo.m;~~ (3.19) 
for every S, t >O. Then, (2.3) hold. In fact, using (3.18) instead of (_!.lO), 
(3.11) is available for go = 0. Next, we show the uniform continuity of u. 
Equation (3.9) implies (3.13); instead of (3.14) or (3.15j, we use (3.19) or 
(3.20) below, respectively. 
Then, since go = 0, w  E L’(0, a; E) and lim, _ o I(b(- + S) - b(-)I( Lz = 0 by 
assumptions, the uniform continuity follows by quite similar argument as 
in Theorem 4. Thus, the whole conditions to apply Theorem 2 are satisfied 
and the conclusion follows directly. 
Remark 3. Using Corollary 6 [12], the weak convergence of u(t) itself 
follows under some additional assumptions such as Theorem 3.3 or 3.4 of 
c91. 
Remark 4. If condition (3.7) is dropped in Theorem 4 or 5, then the 
uniqueness of A - ‘11, does not follow in general. For such cases, Theorem 3 
yields the following asymptotic behavior: for every weak neighborhood W’ 
of a-‘ho, (l/t) J; u(k + T) dr E W for every k > 0 and sufficiently large t. 
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